In this paper, we consider a three-dimensional horizontal well's path planning problem, where the well's path evolves as a combination of several constant-curvature smooth turn segments. The problem is formulated as an optimal switching control problem subject to continuous state inequality constraints. By applying the time-scaling transformation and constraint transcription in conjunction with local smooth approximation technique, the optimal switching control problem is approximated by a sequence of optimal parameter selection problems with only box constraints, each of which is solvable by gradient-based optimization techniques. The optimal path planning problems of the wells Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin27 in Liaohe oil field are solved to demonstrate the applicability of the approach proposed.
Introduction
In practice, a well path is a three-dimensional (3-D) curve, rather than lying on a plane, where the well path is described as a combination of turn sections and straight sections. The goal of planning a horizontal well's path is to construct a trajectory that reaches a given target at a specified inclination and azimuth from a given starting location, subject to various constraints arising from engineering specifications. Several well planning softwares are available commercially for finding a horizontal well's path. However, most of them use a trial-and-error procedure to obtain a solution. In addition to being time-consuming and depending on user-experience, these techniques are limited to simple well's paths, and may not generate an optimal path, as the trial-and-error search is usually user-driven.
Mathematical optimization theory provides a much more sophisticated, rigorous, and efficient approach to the well's path planning [1] . An optimal control approach is proposed to determine a least-length trajectory in [2] . A sequential unconstrained minimization technique is presented to determine a minimum-length path for a two-dimensional S-shaped well, subject to build and drop-rate restrictions [3] . A procedure using nonlinear optimization theory is developed for 3-D well paths and path corrections in [4] . In [5] [6] [7] [8] , it is assumed that the 3-D well's path is expressed as a combination of several constant-curvature smooth turn segments. A nonlinear multistage dynamical system is thus proposed to describe the 3-D well's path. Taking the weighted sum of the target error and the length of the well's path as the cost function, a multistage optimal control problem subject to continuous state inequality constraints is investigated. For this multistage optimal control problem, the optimality conditions are derived via nonsmooth optimization theory in [9] and maximum principle in http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apm.2014.12.014 0307-904X/Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. [10] . However, the solution methods used in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] are based on either heuristic or direction search methods. They are computationally expensive with poor convergence properties. In addition, the continuous state inequality constraints arising from engineering specifications are ignored in [9, 10] . Consequently, some so-called optimal solutions obtained actually fail to satisfy the continuous state inequality constraints at some points along the well's path. This is clearly undesirable in practice.
In this paper, we formulate the 3-D horizontal well's path planning problem as an optimal switching control problem subject to continuous state inequality constraints. We develop a new solution method. First, by the time-scaling transformation [11] , the optimal switching control problem is transformed equivalently into an optimal control problem with fixed switching instants. Then the constraint transcription is used in conjunction with local smoothing approximation technique [12] to approximate the constrained optimal control problem as a sequence of optimal parameter selection problems with only box constraints. Each of these optimal parameter selection problems is solvable by gradient-based optimization methods. For illustration, two practical optimal path planning problems of the wells Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin27 in Liaohe oil field in China are solved by using the proposed approach. Our results show that for each case, the length of the whole path is reduced by around 3%-4% and the precision of reaching the target is higher compared with the best results obtained previously in the literature. Moreover, the continuous state inequality constraints arising from the engineering specifications are fulfilled everywhere.
Problem formulation
Consider a 3-D horizontal well's path planning as shown in Fig. 1 . The well's path, which is required to reach a given target from the kick-off point (i.e., the location of the point where the curve begins to deviate from vertical) at a specified inclination and azimuth, is described in the Cartesian coordinate system, with x-axis representing North/South (positive x being North), y-axis representing East/West (positive y being East), and the z-axis ( z positive downwards) representing the true vertical depth (TVD). The arc length from the kick-off point is denoted by s, and any point PðsÞ on the curve is described by its inclination aðsÞ and azimuth uðsÞ, and coordinate ð xðsÞ; yðsÞ; zðsÞÞ. The tool-face angle x and the curvature K are the decision parameters. In line with practical situation, we assume that.
(H 1 ) The well's path is a combination of n smooth turn segments.
(H 2 ) The curvature K i and the tool-face angle x i are constants in each ith turn segment, i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.
(H 3 ) The design of the well trajectory is only for non-straight horizontal well. That is to say, the inclination aðsÞ R ðkp À e 0 ; kp þ e 0 Þ, k ¼ 0; 1; . . ., where e 0 > 0 is a given real number. Therefore, we may assume, without loss of generality, that aðsÞ ¼ kp þ e 0 whenever jaðsÞ À kpj 6 e 0 ; k ¼ 0; 1; . . ..
Under Assumptions (H 1 )-(H 3 ), the change rates of aðsÞ and uðsÞ obey, respectively, the following rules [6] :
Furthermore, the change rates of xðsÞ; yðsÞ and zðsÞ with respect to arc length s are given as follows [6] Then, we obtain the nonlinear dynamic system to describe the 3-D horizontal well's path planning given below:
with the initial and intermediate conditions
where xðs i ÀÞ denotes the limit of state from the left at s i , x 0 is a given initial state (i.e., the kick-off point), s 0 ¼ 0 is the initial arc length, s i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1, are the switching instants, and s n denotes the well's whole path length. Note that s i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, are decision variables.
Due to the operational and geological limitations, the following bound constraints are imposed:
and
where a l and b l ; l ¼ 1; 2; 3, are given real numbers such that a l < b l . Define
Any ðs; nÞ 2 C Â N is called an admissible pair.
Following a similar argument as that given for Property 3.1 in [9] , the following property can be established.
Property 1. Under Assumptions (H 1 )-(H 3 )
, the function f ðÁ; ÁÞ defined by (3) satisfies the following conditions:
where k Á k denotes the usual Euclidean norm.
Based on the Property 1, system (4) and (5) has a unique solution, xðsjs; nÞ, for each s 2 ½s iÀ1 ; s i Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. Due to engineering specifications, xðsjs; nÞ is required to satisfy the following constraints:
8s 2 ½0; s n ; ð7aÞ x 2 ðsjs; nÞ 2 ½0; 2p;
where e 0 > 0 is a given real number.
Our goal is to construct a well's path to reach the target
Þ > from the kick-off point, x 0 , by adjusting the decision vectors s and n, such that the weighted sum of the path length and the error of reaching the target, i.e., the following cost function Jðs; nÞ ¼ s n þ q
where q is a given weight coefficient, is minimized. Now we may state the optimal switching control problem as follows.
Problem (P1). Given the dynamic system (4) and (5), choose an admissible pair ðs; nÞ 2 C Â N such that the cost function (8) is minimized subject to the continuous state inequality constraints (7).
Problem transformation
Problem (P1) can, in principle, be solved by using nonlinear optimization techniques. However, as pointed out in [13] [14] [15] , there are three deficiencies associated with Problem (P1), if it is to be solved directly as such.
(1) It is cumbersome to integrate the state and costate systems numerically when the switching instants are variables, especially when two or more switching instants are closed. (2) The gradients of the cost function with respect to switching instants only exist when the switching instants are distinct. (3) Each of the continuous state inequality constraints (7) represents an infinite number of inequality constraints.
Time-scaling transformation
To overcome the first and second deficiencies, we shall apply a time-scaling transformation [11] to map the variable switching and terminal instants into a set of fixed points in a new horizon. First, we introduce a new variable t 2 ½0; n and relate the new variable t 2 ½0; n to the original arc length variable s 2 ½0; s n through the following differential equation: _ sðtÞ ¼ vðtÞ; t 2 ½0; n; ð9Þ with the initial condition
where v : ½0; n ! R is a new piecewise-constant control defined by
h i v ½iÀ1;iÞ ðtÞ; t 2 ½0; n:
Here, v ½iÀ1;iÞ ðÁÞ is the characteristic function of the interval ½i À 1; iÞ, and
Thus, h i is the duration of the ith turn segment in the original arc length horizon. Let
Taking integration of (9) and (10) yields
where x Á y denotes the floor function. It can be verified that sðtjhÞ is continuous and monotonically increasing on ½0; n. 
Problem (P1) may now be stated equivalently as the following optimal switching control problem with fixed switching instants:
Problem (P2). Given the dynamic system (15) and (16), choose a pair ðh; nÞ 2 H Â N such that the cost function (18) is minimized subject to the continuous state inequality constraints (17).
Constraint approximation
In Problem (P2), the third deficiency mentioned in Section 3 remains. Namely, each continuous state inequality constraint represents an infinite number of inequality constraints to be satisfied. Thus, Problem (P2) still cannot be solved directly. We shall apply the constraint transcription in conjunction with a local smoothing technique [11] to approximate each of these continuous state inequality constraints.
To begin, the continuous state inequality constraints (17) are written as g j ðyðtjh; nÞÞ 6 0; 8t 2 ½0; n; j
Clearly, the constraints (19) ; if À 6 g j ðyðtjh; nÞÞ 6 ; g;
if g j ðyðtjh; nÞÞ > ;
where > 0 is an adjustable parameter.
We now consider the following approximate optimal switching control problem with fixed switching instants.
Problem (P ;c ) Given the dynamic system (15)-(16), find a pair ðh; nÞ 2 H Â N such that the cost function e J ;c ðh; nÞ ¼ e Jðh; nÞ þ c
is minimized, where c is a penalty parameter.
The relationship between Problem ðP ;c Þ and Problem (P2) is furnished in two theorems. Note that the following theorem ensures that the optimal solution of Problem ðP ;c Þ is feasible for Problem (P2). Theorem 1. For each > 0, there exists a cðÞ > 0 such that for each c > cðÞ, the optimal solution of Problem ðP ;c Þ is feasible for Problem (P2).
Proof. To prove this theorem, we define F ¼ fðh; nÞ 2 H Â N : g j ðyðtjh; nÞÞ 6 0; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; t 2 ½0; ng; 
Let 0 < j < jðÞ and cðÞ P r jðÞ , it follows that for all c > cðÞ, 
where ðh Ã ; n Ã Þ is the optimal solution of Problem (P2).
Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Theorem 2.2 in [12] . h
To solve Problem (P2), we need to solve a sequence of Problems fðP ;c Þg. Each Problem ðP ;c Þ can be regarded as a smooth nonlinear mathematical programming problem with only box constraints, and it can be solved using existing gradient-based optimization techniques [17] . For this, we need the gradients of the cost function (23) with respect to the decision variables. These gradients are given in the following theorem. 
Proof. The derivation of the gradients of the cost function e J ;c ðh; nÞ with respect to h and n are similar. Thus, only the derivation of the gradient of the cost function e J ;c ðh; nÞ with respect to h is given below.
Let m : ½0; n ! R 6 be an arbitrary function that is continuously differentiable. Then the cost function can be expressed as follows.
e J ;c ðh; nÞ ¼ /ðyðnÞÞ þ c
where we have omitted the arguments h and n in yðÁjh; nÞ for brevity, and /ðyðnÞÞ ¼ y 6 ðnÞ þ q
Applying integration by parts to Eq. (39) gives e J ;c ðh; nÞ ¼ /ðyðnÞÞ þ c
Differentiating (40) with respect to h i yields @ e J ;c ðh;
@hðyðtÞ; n i ; hÞ c > 0; > 0, and set iteration numbers k ¼ 0 and l ¼ 0 .
Step 2. Solve Problem ðP k ;c l Þ by using a gradient-based optimization technique (the gradients are given in Theorem 3) to give ðh
Step 3. Check the feasibility of ðh Step 4. Set
;c l Þ and go to Step 2. Remark 1. From Theorem 1, it is easy to observe that the loop between Step 2 and Step 3 is finite, i.e., the number of iterations within the loop is finite. 
Numerical results
Algorithm 1 is implemented within the optimal control software MISER 3 [18] to design the optimal paths of the wells Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin27 in an oil field of Liaohe, China. The basic data and the bounds for the control variables of the wells Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin27 are listed in Tables 1-4 , respectively. c; are chosen as 10 À2 ; 0:75; 10; 2; 0:1; 10 6 ; 10 À7 , respectively. By running MISER 3, the optimal controls, the error of reaching the target and the total curve length are listed in Table 5 . Here, the error of reaching the target is computed according to jjxð3jh Ã ; n Ã Þ À x f jj 2 . For comparison, the results obtained previously in [6, 7] , which are the best results amongst those available in previous studies, are also listed in Table 5 . Furthermore, under the optimal results obtained in this work, the 3-D views of the optimal paths for the wells Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin27 are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. The variations of the inclination and the azimuth with respect to the path length of the wells Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin47 are shown in Figs. 4-7, respectively. From Table 5 and Figs. 4-7, we conclude that the results obtained in this work are clearly superior to the best results in the existing literature:
(1) The length of the path of each of the two wells, Ci-16-Cp146 and Jin27, is decreased by around 3%-4%, resulting in the cost reduction of the drilling the horizontal well for each of the two cases. (2) The precision of reaching the target is higher, meaning that the optimal 3-D well's path reaches the target at the desired inclination, azimuth, and coordinate much more accurately. (3) The continuous state inequality constraints arising from engineering specifications are fulfilled for the whole arc length ½0; s n .
Conclusions
We proposed a realistic optimal switching control model for the 3-D horizontal well's path planning. We developed a gradient-based solution method to solve this problem. This approach produces superior results when compared with those obtained in previous studies. It appears that the exact penalty method proposed in [19, 20] can also be applied to handle the continuous state inequality constraints. This is an interesting research topic for future study.
